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Witnessing peer rejection during early adolescence:
Neural correlates of empathy for experiences of social
exclusion
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Neuroimaging studies with adults have begun to reveal the neural bases of empathy; however, this research has
focused on empathy for physical pain, rather than empathy for negative social experiences. Moreover, this work
has not examined adolescents who may frequently witness and empathize with others that experience negative
social experiences such as peer rejection. Here, we examined neural activity among early adolescents observing
social exclusion compared to observing inclusion, and how this activity related to both trait empathy and subsequent
prosocial behavior. Participants were scanned while they observed an individual whom they believed was being
socially excluded. At least one day prior to the scan they reported their trait empathy, and following the scan they
wrote emails to the excluded victim that were rated for prosocial behavior (e.g., helping, comforting). Observing
exclusion compared to inclusion activated regions involved in mentalizing (i.e., dorsomedial prefrontal cortex),
particularly among highly empathic individuals. Additionally, individuals who displayed more activity in affective,
pain-related regions during observed exclusion compared to inclusion subsequently wrote more prosocial emails
to excluded victims. Overall findings suggest that when early adolescents witness social exclusion in their daily
lives, some may actually ‘feel the pain’ of the victims and act more prosocially toward them as a result.
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INTRODUCTION
The ability to feel empathy allows children to understand others’ feelings, even when they are different

from their own, and to form successful social relationships with others. In fact, throughout development,
children’s empathic ability has been consistently linked
with a variety of prosocial behaviors, such as helping
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others (Litvack-Miller, McDougall, & Romney, 1997).
Given the critical role that empathy plays in promoting successful social relationships, the ability to
empathize is likely to be particularly important during
early adolescence, when maintaining peer relationships becomes central to well-being (e.g., Brown,
1990).
Although emerging research has revealed new
insights about the processes that underlie empathic
experiences, neuroimaging research on empathy has
been dominated by studies examining empathy for
physical pain among adults (see Jackson, Rainville, &
Decety, 2006 and Singer, 2006 for reviews) and
children (Decety, Michalska, & Akitsuki, 2008). In
contrast, little work has examined empathy for distressing social situations in adults (cf. ImmordinoYang, McColl, Damasio, & Damasio, 2009; Masten,
Morelli, & Eisenberger, 2010), and no neuroimaging
research has examined empathy for distressing
social situations among children or adolescents.
During early adolescence in particular, when individuals place greater value on maintaining social
acceptance and may feel particularly threatened by
negative experiences such as peer rejection (Brown,
1990), observing and feeling empathy for social
exclusion is likely to be a more common and salient
experience than observing physical pain. In the current study, we used functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) techniques to examine the neural
correlates of early adolescents’ empathy for a peer
experiencing social exclusion, as well as how these
neural processes might relate to the prosocial behaviors that these youth display toward the victims of
peer exclusion.

The cognitive and affective
components of empathy
Behavioral research on empathy with both children
and adults has long suggested that the experience of
empathy includes two primary components (BaronCohen, 2003; Eisenberg, Spinrad, & Sadovsky, 2006):
(1) a cognitive component that involves thinking about
and understanding the mental states of others (often
termed “mentalizing”; Frith, Leslie, & Morton, 1991)
and (2) an affective component that involves sharing
the emotional experiences of others. However, with
behavioral measures alone, it has been difficult to differentiate between these two components of empathy
in the moment of the experience, or to examine how
these components might differentially relate to prosocial, empathy-induced behavioral responses, such
as helping and comforting others.
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Fortunately, recent neuroimaging research has
shown that the cognitive and affective components do
indeed rely on distinct neural networks (Decety &
Meyer, 2008; Singer, 2006). For example, studies
have indicated that the cognitive component of empathy
relies on a network of regions that are associated with
mentalizing. Specifically, the posterior superior
temporal sulcus (pSTS), the temporal poles, the
precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), and particularly the medial and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
(MPFC/DMPFC) have been linked with various types
of mentalizing processes (Frith & Frith, 1999, 2003,
2006; Mitchell, Banaji, & Macrae, 2005; Singer,
2006). Moreover, similar networks associated with
social understanding of others have also been
observed among children thinking about motivations
for observed infliction of physical pain on others
(Decety et al., 2008).
In contrast, the neural regions underlying the affective component of empathy have been shown to
overlap with those activated during personally experienced affect such as fear, disgust, and physical pain.
For example, the anterior insula is activated by both
direct and observed experiences of disgust (Wicker
et al., 2003), the amygdala is activated during direct
and observed fear (Whalen et al., 2001), and the
dACC and anterior insula are activated by direct and
observed physical pain in adults (Singer et al., 2004,
2006; Jackson, Bruney, Meltzoff, & Decety, 2005;
Botvinick et al., 2005; Morrison, Lloyd, Di Pellegrino,
& Roberts, 2004) and children (Decety et al., 2008).
In addition, similar brain regions are activated when
children make or observe others making emotional
facial expressions, and the neural circuitry involved in
observing others’ emotions is activated more among
highly empathic children (Pfeifer, Iacoboni, Mazziotta,
& Dapretto, 2008).

Empathy and prosocial behaviors
In trying to understand the processes underlying early
adolescents’ empathy for social experiences, one last
issue to consider is how empathic processes relate to
prosocial behavior in these situations. Behavioral
research has shown that feeling more empathy for
others is associated with greater concern for the welfare of others (Batson, 1998), and more helping
behavior toward others (Batson, 1991; Batson, 1998;
Dovidio, Allen, & Schroeder, 1990; Schroeder,
Dovidio, Sibicky, Mathews & Allen, 1988; Oswald,
1996). Moreover, individuals who display more
empathy for others’ problems are also more likely to
subsequently aid the victims in these situations
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(Davis, 1983; Davis et al., 1999). Particularly among
children, empathy has also been positively linked with
prosocial behavior (Denham, Renwick-DeBardi, &
Hewes, 1994; Zahn-Waxler, Radke-Yarrow, Wagner,
& Chapman, 1992) and teachers’ ratings of helpfulness (Litvack-Miller et al., 1997). Despite this evidence linking empathy and a range of prosocial
behaviors and previous neuroimaging work indicating
that specific empathy-related neural responses relate
to more prosocial behavior in adults (Masten et al.,
2010), links between neural functioning during
empathy and early adolescents’ prosocial behavior
have not been tested. Thus, it is unknown how individual differences in neural responses to observing
another’s experience of social exclusion relate to
subsequent prosocial behavior toward the victim of
the exclusion.

Previous research examining empathy
for social exclusion among adults
A recent study examined the neural correlates of the
cognitive and affective components of empathy for
social exclusion among adults to examine how these
neural patterns related to trait empathy and prosocial
behaviors (Masten et al., 2010). Using a task and
design similar to the current study, adults were
scanned while they observed an individual being
ostensibly excluded by others (which was actually a
staged computer interaction). After this, they wrote
emails to the “victim” of the exclusion, and these
emails were later scored for prosocial behavior by
outside raters. Results indicated that adults displayed
more activity in the mentalizing network (i.e.,
DMPFC, MPFC, precuneus) when they observed
social exclusion compared to inclusion; however,
higher levels of trait empathy were associated with a
greater difference in activity during observed exclusion relative to inclusion in regions associated with
social pain processing as well as those involved in
mentalizing. Furthermore, adults who showed more
activity in brain regions involved in social pain
processing and mentalizing during observed exclusion compared to inclusion subsequently wrote
more prosocial emails to the victims of the exclusion, and activity in the MPFC in particular mediated the link between trait empathy and prosocial
behavior. As a whole, these findings suggest that
both mentalizing and affective processing occur
when adults witness and experience empathy for
others being socially excluded, and these processes
are related to individual differences in trait empathy and resulting behaviors.

The current study
In the current study, we aimed to extend previous
research by examining the neural networks underlying early adolescents’ empathy for the experience of
peer rejection. We also examined how this neural
activity related to their trait empathy and their tendency to act prosocially toward the victim. To accomplish this we scanned 13-year-olds while they
believed they were watching three same-age, unfamiliar peers playing an online ball-tossing game from
which one player was eventually excluded (although
in reality they were observing a computer program).
We compared neural activity during the observation
of exclusion vs. inclusion and examined how differences in trait empathy related to the magnitude of difference in activity between these two conditions.
Finally, to examine links between empathic processing and prosocial behavior, we asked participants to
email the victim a message about what they had
observed. We then examined how neural activity
while watching the victim experience exclusion
related to how prosocial these emails were judged to
be (by a separate set of raters).
Overall, we hypothesized that early adolescents
would show neural patterns during empathy for social
exclusion similar to those previously seen in adults.
For example, we expected that individual differences
in trait empathy would specifically relate to the neural
engagement of mentalizing regions during this
empathic experience. However, we also predicted
some development-related patterns among this age
group.1 Specifically, given that trait empathy among
early adolescents can reflect prosocial reasoning ability
and related cognitive advancements (e.g., Eisenberg,
Miller, Shell, McNalley, & Shea, 1991; Guthrie,
Eisenberg, Fabes, Murphy, & Shepard, 1997), these
self-reported empathic differences could particularly
relate to brain activity in the mentalizing regions that
support these cognitive processes. Yet we also theorized that activity in affective pain-related regions
might be particularly influential on early adolescents’
prosocial behaviors. Given the “everyday” nature of
witnessing peer rejection for this population, we
expected that in contrast to adults, simply mentalizing about victims’ experiences might not elicit
prosocial actions or any attempt to “interfere” by
1

Data for the current sample of early adolescents and the previously collected sample of adults (Masten et al., 2010) could not be
directly compared because the data for each of these groups were
collected on two different MRI scanners. As a result, only qualitative comparisons are made in the current paper, given that quantitative comparisons were not possible.
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early adolescents. However, actual personal distress
could provide youth with additional motivation to
help and support the victim—potentially to help
mitigate their own distress.

METHOD
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Participants
Participants included an ethnically and socioeconomically diverse sample of 20 early adolescents (10
females) from the greater Los Angeles area. All
participants had attended at least one year of middle school and ranged in age from 12 to 13 years
(M = 13.17); boys and girls did not differ in terms
of their mean age. Participants came from a variety of
ethnic backgrounds (60% Caucasian, 20% Asian,
10% Latino, 10% African American), and their families were distributed across a large range of socioeconomic status as measured by household income and
parental education. Participants were recruited
through mass mailings, summer camps, and fliers
distributed in the community. All participants and
parents provided assent/consent to participate in the
study that was approved by UCLA’s Institutional
Review Board.

Procedures
To examine participants’ neural and behavioral
responses to observing an individual being the victim
of peer rejection, participants were scanned while
they believed they were observing another individual
being socially excluded by others during a computerized
ball tossing game. Social exclusion was used as a
proxy for peer rejection based on research indicating
that during early adolescence, isolating peers from
social groups is one of the dominant methods used to
reject peers (Coie, Dodge, & Kupersmidt, 1990).
Prior to the scan, the experimenter explained that the
purpose of the study was to examine neural activity
during the observation of social interaction. Participants were then told that three individuals their age,
who had previously completed the study, had volunteered to play the game via the internet during their
scan, and they were given the first names and genders
of these “previous participants” (one male, one
female, and a third player, who was to be “excluded”
by the first two, whose gender matched that of the
participant). Participants were instructed to watch the
game closely and think about what the players might
be thinking or feeling, how they were treating each
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other, and what strategies they might have for deciding
the recipient of each ball toss.
Participants then observed two rounds of the game
Cyberball (Williams, Cheung, & Choi, 2000; Williams et al., 2002), in which three supposed players
participate in a computerized ball tossing game that
is actually computer-controlled. During the first
round of Cyberball, participants observed all three
players being included equally in the game (60
throws total), and during the second round they
watched as one player was excluded for most of the
game (after being included for only 10 throws). This
paradigm has demonstrated high ecological validity
in several previous behavioral and neuroimaging
studies in which it was used to simulate social exclusion and produce feelings of distress among adults
and children (Eisenberger, Lieberman, & Williams,
2003; Eisenberger, Gable, & Lieberman, 2007; Masten
et al., 2009; Van Beest & Williams, 2006; Zadro,
Williams, & Richardson, 2004), as well as to create
feelings of empathy for observed victims of exclusion (Masten et al., 2010).
Following completion of the fMRI scan, participants first completed a manipulation check designed
to ensure that they had noticed the exclusion of one
player during the game. Then, to examine whether
neural responses to observed exclusion would be
associated with subsequent behavior, participants
were asked to send an email message to the player
that they had observed being excluded. The emails
that participants wrote to the exclusion victim were
later rated for prosocial behavior by a group of outside raters (see below). After completing the scan and
all measures, participants were thoroughly debriefed
regarding the deception involved in the study.

fMRI data acquisition
Images were collected using a Siemens Allegra 3-T
MRI scanner. Extensive instructions and reminders
were given to decrease motion, and head motion was
restrained with foam padding. For each participant, an
initial 2D spin-echo image (TR = 4000 ms, TE = 40
ms, matrix size 256 × 256, 4 mm thick, 1 mm gap) in
the sagittal plane was acquired in order to enable
prescription of slices obtained in structural and functional scans. In addition, a high-resolution structural
scan (echo planar T2-weighted spin-echo, TR = 4000
ms, TE = 54 ms, matrix size 128 × 128, FOV = 20 cm,
36 slices, 1.56 mm in-plane resolution, 3 mm thick)
coplanar with the functional scans was obtained for
functional image registration during fMRI analysis
preprocessing. Each of the two rounds of Cyberball
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was completed during a functional scan lasting 2 min,
48 s (echo planar T2*-weighted gradient-echo, TR =
2000 ms, TE = 25 ms, flip angle = 90°, matrix size
64 × 64, 36 axial slices, FOV = 20 cm; 3 mm thick,
skip 1 mm).

Behavioral measures
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Trait empathy
Participants self-reported their levels of trait empathy
using the Empathy Index (Bryant, 1982), a measure
designed to tap empathic processes among children
and adolescents. This measure was administered at
least 1 day prior to the scan and was included in a
battery of questionnaires that were collected for a
separate study. The Empathy Index consists of 22
items assessing different aspects of both perspectivetaking and concern for others, including “It’s hard for
me to see why someone else gets upset,” and “Seeing
a girl/boy who is crying makes me feel like crying.”
This measure has been validated in a range of childhood and adolescent age groups, and has specifically
demonstrated good test–retest reliability, r(80) = .83,
internal consistency (α = .79), and construct validity
(i.e., expected associations with several measures
related to empathy) for this particular age group (see
Bryant, 1982 for details of psychometric properties).
Participants indicated their agreement with each statement using a 9-point scale from 1 (= very strongly
disagree) to 9 (= very strongly agree). Items were
reverse coded as appropriate and averaged to create
an overall score for trait empathy.
Manipulation check
Following completion of the scan, a manipulation
check was performed to ensure that participants
noticed the social exclusion. Experimenters asked
participants to answer a few questions about what
happened during the Cyberball game, and specified
that this was necessary “because each set of players
acts differently.” This measure was composed of a
total of 10 yes/no questions about specific events that
had happened during the game that they observed.
Five of these 10 items (which were interspersed randomly throughout the list of items) were specifically
designed to identify whether participants noticed the
exclusion of one player (e.g., “one player was treated
unfairly”, “all the players participated in the game the
same amount”). All participants indicated that one
player had been left out during the second round of
the game.

Email to the victim of exclusion
Next, we were particularly interested in whether
participants would try to help, support, or comfort the
victim of the exclusion in an email, given that these
specific types of prosocial behaviors would likely be
the primary means available to an adolescent who is
trying to make a rejected peer feel better. Participants
were told that they could send a message via email to
the player that they observed being excluded, since
they would not get to meet them in person. Real email
accounts were set up for each participant, as well as
for the Cyberball player, in order to maintain ecological validity. Participants were told that they could say
whatever they wanted to the player about what they
observed (but were not specifically instructed to
mention the exclusion) and were instructed to send the
emails when they finished writing them. Following the
final study debriefing, experimenters asked participants for their permission to use the emails that they
had sent to the excluded player.
Prosocial ratings of emails
Following completion of data collection, twenty
adult raters who did not interact with any of the study
participants completed questionnaires designed to
assess how prosocial the participants’ emails were to
the victim of the exclusion. Raters were told that the
participants had observed a social interaction between
three other peers and that participants were given the
freedom to write whatever they wanted in their
emails. Raters read all of the participants’ emails, and
answered three questions about each one: “Does it
seem like they are trying to comfort the kid?”, “How
supportive are they?”, and “How much do they seem
like they are trying to help the kid?”. When rating
each email, raters were asked to consider their
“general impression” and to indicate their answers to
each of these questions using a 7-point scale ranging
from 1 (= not at all) to 7 (= very much). The ratings
for the three questions were averaged across all the
raters to create one total score for each participant
indicating how prosocial their email was to the
excluded player. Since this is the first time that prosocial
behavior has been measured in this way, the high
internal consistency of this measure is worth noting
(ICC = .88).

fMRI data analysis
Neuroimaging data was preprocessed and analyzed
using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM5; Wellcome
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Department of Cognitive Neurology, London). Preprocessing included image realignment to correct for
head motion, normalization into a standard stereotactic
space defined by the Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) and the International Consortium for Brain
Mapping by averaging across 152 brains, and spatial
smoothing using an 8 mm Gaussian kernel, full width
at half maximum, to increase signal-to-noise ratio.
Preprocessing revealed that four participants (3 males
and 1 female) moved more than 2 mm during the
functional scan; these participants were excluded
from analyses, resulting in a final sample of 16 participants (9 females).

Modeling of contrasts and whole-brain
analyses
Cyberball was modeled as a block design. Each round
of Cyberball was modeled as a run with each period
of inclusion and exclusion modeled as a block within
the run for a total of two inclusion blocks (one during
the first run lasting 120 s, and one during the shorter
period of inclusion in the second run prior to exclusion lasting 60 s) and one exclusion block (lasting 50
s). After modeling the Cyberball paradigm, linear
contrasts were calculated for each planned condition
comparison for each participant. These individual
contrast images were then used in whole-brain,
random-effects analyses. In order to examine the relationships between brain activity during observed
exclusion vs. inclusion and each behavioral index, we
conducted whole-brain regression analyses that examined how differences in neural activity between exclusion and inclusion correlated with (a) self-reported
trait empathy, and (b) raters’ reports of how prosocial
participants’ emails were to the victim of the exclusion. For each behavioral index we performed a single
correlational test (the results of which are reported
as both t-values and r-values computed from these
t-values), to identify regions of the brain in which the
behavioral index was significantly associated with the
difference in activity between observed exclusion and
inclusion.
All group-level regression analyses were thresholded at p < .005 for magnitude, uncorrected, with a
minimum cluster size threshold of 10 voxels, for all a
priori defined regions in known mentalizing networks
(e.g., DMPFC, MPFC, pSTS, PCC, precuneus, temporal poles), and affective/pain networks for both
adults (e.g., dACC, anterior and posterior insula) and
adolescents (e.g., subgenual anterior cingulate cortex—
subACC; Masten et al., 2009). This threshold is typical of studies examining a priori defined regions and
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comparable to a false-discovery rate correction of
p < .05 in a standard behavioral study (Lieberman &
Cunningham, 2009). All other regions of the brain
that were not defined a priori were examined at a
threshold corrected for multiple comparisons (correction for false detection rate; p < .05 for magnitude,
minimum cluster size of 10 voxels); however, no
significant clusters emerged outside of a priori
defined regions. All group-level tests performed
using SPM5 were one-tailed, given that all tests were
unidirectional. All coordinates are reported in MNI
format.

RESULTS
Behavioral results
Descriptive information
Participants reported a range of scores (from
4.73 to 6.86) for their levels of trait empathy, using
the Empathy Index (M = 5.65, SD = .54). In addition, there was also variability in how prosocial
(scores ranged from 1.11 to 5.91, M = 3.32, SD =
1.77) participants’ emails to the victims of the
observed exclusion were rated by outside raters.
Participants’ self-reported trait empathy was negatively but not significantly related to the prosocial
ratings of their emails (r = −.31, p = .28). This lack
of a relationship could suggest that, in general,
young adolescents who believe themselves to be
more empathic do not necessarily display more
prosocial behaviors toward those they are empathizing with.
Qualitative results of emails to victims
As indicated above, there was substantial variability
in how prosocial participants’ emails were to the
victims of the exclusion. For example, the following
email received the highest rating:
Hey Adam my name is X, I just saw you play
Cyberball with Danny and Erica. I think that you
were treated unfairly. Danny and Erica passed the
ball more to each other than to you. I know that you
might feel left out. If this happens to you again you
should tell Danny and Erica that you would like to
get the ball passed to you as well. If this happens to
you again take my advice and see if it works.

In contrast, the following email received the lowest
rating:
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I saw that the two other people who were playing
Cyberball didn’t toss it to you in the second game.

Thus, there was extensive variability in how the
emails were written and how prosocial the participants were toward the victim of the exclusion.

Neuroimaging results

TABLE 1
Regions activated during observed exclusion compared to
observed inclusion
Anatomical region BA
DMPFC
MPFC
Precuneus
pSTS
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Neural activity during observed exclusion
compared to observed inclusion
A whole-brain contrast revealed that participants
displayed a difference in activity in several regions,
previously identified as part of the mentalizing network,
when they observed another individual being excluded
by peers compared to when they observed him/her being
included (see Figure 1). Specifically, there were
significant clusters of activity in the DMPFC, [12 44
50], t(15) = 4.76, p < .0005; MPFC, [16 70 12], t(15) =
3.22, p < .005; [14 46 14], t(15) = 3.96, p < .001; precuneus, [10 −66 48], t(15) = 4.18, p < .0005; [−12 −62
50], t(15) = 3.61, p < .005; and pSTS, [58 −44 20], t(15)
= 3.53, p < .005. Thus, early adolescents may utilize
brain regions that have been previously linked with mentalizing more extensively when they observe another
individual being excluded, compared with when they
observe a group of peers treating each other equally.
Details for these activations are provided in Table 1.
Associations between trait empathy and neural
activity during observed exclusion vs. observed
inclusion
Whole-brain regression analyses revealed significant
positive correlations between participants’ self-reported

8
10
10
7
7
22

x
R 12
R 16
R 14
R 10
L −12
R 58

y

z

44
70
46
−66
−62
−44

50
12
14
48
50
20

t

k

p

4.76 194 <.0005
3.22 13 <.005
3.96 54 <.001
4.18 433 <.0005
3.61 22 <.005
3.53 311 <.005

Notes: BA, putative Brodmann’s Area; L and R, left and right
hemispheres; x, y, and z, MNI coordinates in the left–right, anterior–posterior, and interior–superior dimensions, respectively; t,
t-score at those coordinates (local maxima).

trait empathy and activity during observed exclusion
compared to inclusion in neural regions previously
linked with mentalizing processes. Specifically,
greater trait levels of empathy were related to
increased activity during observed exclusion relative
to inclusion in two clusters of the DMPFC, [0 60
30], t(14) = 7.61, p < .0001, r = .80, see Figure 2; [16
26 56], t(14) = 4.06, p < .001, r = .70, as well as one
cluster in the temporal pole [54 2 −32], t(14) = 4.04,
p < .001, r = .72, suggesting that early adolescents
who report being more empathic display more activity related to mentalizing when observing another
person being excluded by peers, compared to
observing peer inclusion. There were no significant
negative correlations between self-reported trait
empathy and activity during observed exclusion
compared to inclusion in any neural regions previously linked with social pain processing or mentalizing processes. Details for activations are provided in
Table 2 (section A).
Associations between prosocial behavior and
neural activity during observed exclusion vs.
observed inclusion

Figure 1. Activity during observed exclusion vs. observed inclusion in the DMPFC, [12 44 50], and precuneus [10 −66 48].

Finally, we wanted to examine whether the difference in neural activation during observed exclusion compared to inclusion correlated with
prosocial behavior in response to a victim’s negative social experience. Whole-brain regression
analyses revealed that participants’ neural activity
in response to observed exclusion relative to inclusion was indeed related to their subsequent behavior toward the victim of the rejection. Participants
whose emails were rated as more prosocial displayed greater activity during observed exclusion
compared to inclusion, in the anterior insula, [42 16
−2], t(12) = 3.47, p < .005, r = .71; see Figure 3,
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Figure 2. Activity during observed exclusion vs. observed inclusion in the DMPFC that is positively related to participants’ self-reported
levels of trait empathy. Scatterplot is provided to illustrate the relationship between the average difference in activity (exclusion vs. inclusion)
across the entire cluster, and trait empathy scores.

TABLE 2
Regions activated during observed exclusion compared to observed inclusion that correlated significantly with trait empathy, and
prosocial behavior scores
Anatomical region

BA

x

y

z

t

r

k

p

0
16
54

60
26
2

30
56
−32

7.61
4.06
4.04

.80
.70
.72

260
42
60

<.0001
<.001
<.001

(B) Positive associations with prosocial behavior
Anterior insula
R

42

16

−2

3.47

.71

11

<.005

(C) Negative associations with prosocial behavior
PCC
29/30
R
Precuneus
7
R

6
6

−48
−62

20
38

3.18
3.32

−.68
−.69

24
10

<.005
<.005

(A) Positive associations with trait empathy
DMPFC
9/10
8
Temporal pole
21

R
R

Notes: Abbreviations as for Table 1; also, r is the correlation coefficient representing the strength of the association between trait empathy
or prosocial behavior scores and the average difference between activity during observed exclusion and activity during observed inclusion
across the entire cluster in each specified region.

which has been linked with social exclusion (Eisenberger et al., 2003) and empathy for physical pain
(Singer, 2006). Thus, it is possible that early adolescents who felt more distress during another individual’s experience with peer exclusion acted more
prosocially toward the victims of the exclusion
through the emails that they wrote. In addition to
these positive correlations, participants who wrote
more prosocial emails also displayed less activity
during observed exclusion relative to inclusion in
the PCC, [6 −48 20], t(12) = 3.18, p < .005, r = −.68,
as well as in the precuneus, [6 −62 38], t(12) =
3.32, p < .005, r = −.69. Details of activations are
provided in Table 2 (sections B and C).

DISCUSSION
As a whole, findings from this study demonstrated
that early adolescents engaged a network of neural
regions implicated in mentalizing when they observed
a peer being socially excluded and that increased
activity in these mentalizing regions during observed
exclusion relative to inclusion was associated with
higher levels of trait empathy. Interestingly, however,
it was greater affective neural activity during
observed exclusion relative to inclusion that related to
early adolescents displaying more prosocial behavior
toward this victim. Together these findings extend
current knowledge of how the brain responds to
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Figure 3. Activity during observed exclusion vs. observed inclusion in the insula that is positively related to ratings of how prosocial participants’ emails were to the victims of the observed exclusion. Scatterplot is provided to illustrate the relationship between the average difference
in activity (exclusion vs. inclusion) across each specified cluster, and the ratings of how helpful the emails were. For display purposes only,
activation shown in this figure is thresholded at p = .01 to better depict the location and nature of this activation.

negative social interactions during early adolescence,
and what processes youth engage in when they
observe peer rejection in their daily lives.
First, when contrasting early adolescents’ neural
responses during observed peer exclusion compared to
observed peer inclusion, findings revealed a network of
regions that have been previously linked with mentalizing behaviors among adults and specifically adults’
empathy for social pain, including the DMPFC and
MPFC, the precuneus, and the pSTS (Masten et al.,
2010). The involvement of these regions in early adolescents’ experiences of observed exclusion suggest that,
similar to adults, early adolescents may engage more in
mentalizing behaviors when they observe another individual being excluded than when they observe a group of
peers treating each other equally. This is interesting
given that observing any social interaction among peers
(not necessarily a negative one) could be expected to
activate the mentalizing network. It is possible that seeing one person being excluded could focus individuals’
attention on this person, which could result in greater
mentalizing activity associated with thinking specifically about the experience of one individual rather than
the general interactions of a group. Alternatively, witnessing an interaction in which a peer is treated negatively may heighten individuals’ efforts to reason about
the situation, speculate about the intentions of the victim and other players, and reflect on their own similar
experiences.
Next, consistent with hypotheses, we found that
individual differences in trait levels of empathy were
also associated with activity in neural regions that are
part of the mentalizing network. Specifically, early

adolescents’ self-reports of trait empathy were positively correlated with increased activity during
observed exclusion relative to inclusion in the
DMPFC and right temporal pole, suggesting that early
adolescents who self-report greater empathic tendencies
display more neural evidence of mentalizing when
they witness a peer being rejected. This finding is
consistent with previous work implicating the
DMPFC and temporal poles in empathic and mentalizing processes (see Singer, 2006), as well as developmental research suggesting that children with greater
trait levels of empathy will experience higher levels
of empathy for others in negative social situations
(Davis, 1983; Nezlek, Feist, Wilson, & Plesko, 2001).
In fact, it is possible that more highly empathic individuals become more engaged upon witnessing peer
rejection, and are more sensitive to the thoughts of the
players involved.
Next, findings from this study suggest that the
neural responses that early adolescents display when
they observe peer rejection are related to their prosocial
behavior toward the victims of this rejection. Specifically, results indicated that early adolescents who
wrote more prosocial emails to the excluded player
had displayed greater activity during observed exclusion compared to inclusion in the insula, an area that
has been consistently linked with experiences of
social exclusion in adults (Eisenberger et al., 2003)
and early adolescents (Masten et al., 2009), as well as
both direct and empathic disgust (Wicker et al., 2003)
and physical pain (e.g., Singer et al., 2004, 2006).
This finding is consistent with our hypothesis that
early adolescents who experience a greater degree of
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distress (as evidenced by increased insula activity)
when watching others experiencing rejection may
subsequently act in a more helpful and supportive
manner toward these rejected individuals. This is particularly interesting because it suggests that while
early adolescents, on average, may not always “feel
the pain” of others who are socially excluded (as suggested by the lack of social pain-related neural activity
while observing social exclusion vs. inclusion), those
who do show differential pain-related neural activity
may be the ones who are most compelled to help and
comfort those being treated unfairly. Thus, in early
adolescence, feelings of distress or pain during a witnessed interaction may be the driving force behind
behaviors aimed to mitigate the situation.
More broadly, findings from the current study suggest that empathy for social pain may be quite different from empathy for physical pain. For example, in
both the current study with early adolescents and the
previous study on empathy for social exclusion with
adults (Masten et al., 2010), there was evidence of differential neural activity in the mentalizing network,
but no evidence of social pain-related neural activity,
when comparing observed exclusion to observed
inclusion. This type of activity in mentalizing regions
has not been consistently found in studies examining
physical pain, which have focused primarily on painrelated regions (e.g., Singer et al., 2004, 2006; Jackson et al., 2005; Botvinick et al., 2005; Morrison et
al., 2004; Decety et al., 2008; see Singer, 2006 and
Jackson et al., 2006 for reviews). This could suggest
that empathy for social situations is less automatic
than empathy for physical pain, and that observing negative social situations may require individuals to think
more about why the situation happened and the intentions of those involved, rather than just experiencing
an immediate aversive response.
Next, although the current study did not directly
compare adults’ and early adolescents’ experiences of
empathy during social exclusion, it is likely that there
are developmental differences in how individuals
experience empathy for social situations. One possibility is that adults and early adolescents could respond
to victims of exclusion differently because of a difference in the meaning and frequency of these occurrences. For example, early adolescents may observe
peer rejection on a daily basis, and may view these
occurrences as mainstream and common. They may
even feel that it is “uncool” to try to interfere, or that
it may jeopardize their own peer status. Thus, their
empathic ability may have little bearing on their
actions in these situations, and instead feeling actual
pain or distress (e.g., as evidenced by greater activation
in pain/affective neural regions) might drive subse-
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quent prosocial behaviors. In contrast, adults who
tend to feel greater empathy for others may consistently make efforts to help or support victims of exclusion
when it overtly occurs because exclusion is no longer
accepted as a common, unavoidable part of life. In
other words, adults may generally view social exclusion as unacceptable and unfair, whereas early
adolescents may believe that these distressing occurrences are unavoidable and it is usually better not to
interfere.
It would be useful for future studies to directly
compare adults’ and adolescents’ empathy for social
exclusion, as well as to consider other developmentally relevant biological factors such as pubertal status, pubertal timing, and increasing levels of sex
hormones during the adolescent period. Examining
these types of factors will help further clarify the
developmental implications of adolescents’ neural
responses to empathy for social experiences, and
extend our knowledge about how social exclusion differentially impacts the daily lives of adolescents and
adults. In addition, it would be useful for future studies to include larger samples of adolescents that would
enable the examination of gender differences in the neural correlates of empathy for social exclusion. While the
current sample size was too small to permit meaningful
tests of differential neural processing among boys and
girls, this would likely be a fruitful avenue for future
research given known biological and psychosocial differences between boys and girls at this age.

CONCLUSION
As a whole, findings from the current study contribute
to our understanding of how youth respond in situations where they witness peer rejection, and extend
the current empathy literature by providing new
information about how neural mechanisms of empathy may influence prosocial behavior and impact
daily interactions with peers during early adolescence.
Our hope is that future neuroimaging studies will continue to examine empathy for social situations among
adolescents, and potentially make new discoveries
about how these experiences impact adolescents’
social development as well as the cognitive and
affective mechanisms that drive their interactions
with others.
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